Whole Health is an approach to health care that empowers and enables YOU to take charge of your health and well-being and live your life to the fullest. It starts with YOU. It is fueled by the power of knowing yourself and what will really work for you in your life. Once you have some ideas about this, your team can help you with the skills, support, and follow up you need to reach your goals.

All resources provided in these handouts are reviewed by VHA clinicians and Veterans. No endorsement of any specific products is intended. Best wishes!

http://www.va.gov/patientcenteredcare/
Mindful Eating

What is mindful eating?
Eating mindfully means being aware of every bite we eat to taste more and eat less. While we are eating, most of us are thinking about what we need to do tomorrow, what happened yesterday, or what channel to watch on television. When we “stay in the moment” and focus our attention on the food we eat, we can do the following:

- cut down on portions
- avoid stress eating
- realize when we feel full
- stop eating when we aren't hungry

How can eating mindfully help me?
There are many reasons to include mindful eating in a Personal Health Plan (PHP). For example:

- It can lead to positive and lasting change.
- Food becomes something to enjoy, instead of a temptation or regret.
- Mindful eating slows down the pace of your meals. Your brain will then have time to hear the “I’m full” signals from your stomach. This may help with maintaining a healthy weight.
- It aids in digesting food. Research has found that when we do not focus on our eating, we do not digest our food as well. This can lead to gas, bloating, and discomfort.
- Mindfulness can help you pay attention to where your food comes from. This might help you buy healthier foods, including local and/or organic options.

How does the brain respond to unhealthy foods?
A little later, we’ll discuss ways that you can pay more attention to what you eat. Before we do that, it is important to understand how your emotions affect the way you eat. And you’ll learn how the way you eat changes the chemical makeup in your brain.

Your brain rewards you by releasing hormones like dopamine and adrenaline when you eat high-fat and high-sugar meals. In this way, your brain reacts the same way to unhealthy foods as it would to drugs like alcohol and heroin. And just like with drugs, you can become addicted to unhealthy foods over time. You then crave unhealthy foods and eat more food overall to satisfy these cravings. Over time, more changes happen in your brain, and you can become less thoughtful about the foods you eat as a result.

When you are feeling more stress in your life, or feeling down or depressed, your body releases the “stress hormone,” also known as cortisol. This hormone again increases your cravings for unhealthy foods and decreases your ability to resist these foods. If you experience a lot of stress over time, your brain reacts by continuing the cravings. It then becomes even harder to make healthy food choices.
There are many more hormones that are released by the body and the brain because of stress and the foods that you eat. We will not be discussing these in this handout. However, it is worth knowing just how important your outside environment is to the healthy and unhealthy decisions you make about food. In fact, studies have even shown that just looking at sugary foods triggers our bodies to release hormones that convert more energy into fat.  

**How can I learn to eat mindfully at home?**
There are many ways to experience mindful eating. One way that works very well involves a single grape and just five minutes of your time. You can also do this practice with any food you are eating. See the next page for a mindful eating exercise.
Mindful Eating Exercise

1. Start by finding a comfortable sitting position.

2. Take three slow, deep breaths and notice how you feel physically.

3. Place one grape in your hand. Don’t eat it quite yet. Notice how you would normally put the grape in your mouth without taking the time to fully appreciate it. Now pretend this is the first time you’ve ever seen a grape.

4. First, feel the weight of the grape in your hand. Is it heavier than you imagined?

5. Next, place the grape between your thumb and index finger. Feel the skin. Is it tight or loose? Look at the oval shape of the grape and notice if it is symmetrical. Are there any bruises on the grape?

6. Now take a look at the color of the grape. Have you ever taken the time to appreciate its vibrant color?

7. Imagine where the grape came from. Was it picked from a local vine or brought over from a very different place? Think about how many people were involved in bringing this grape to you today.

8. Slowly bring the grape close to your nose. Does it have a smell? Does that smell remind you of an event from the past?

9. Continue to notice any positive and negative thoughts you have about the grape. Notice what you might be expecting it to taste like at this point. Is your mouth starting to make saliva in anticipation of eating the grape?

10. Ever so slowly, place the grape in your mouth, without biting into it. Use your tongue to push the grape against the roof of your tongue and then against the back of your teeth.

11. Keep the grape in your mouth for at least 10 more seconds without chewing and notice how it tastes.

12. Now, you are finally ready to eat this grape. Softly bite into the grape, and continue chewing the grape as many times as you can. Try to chew the grape at least 15 times before swallowing it.

13. Once you have swallowed the grape, take a moment to sit quietly and notice how you feel. Did this process make eating the single grape more satisfying?

14. You can repeat these steps with other foods. You can also practice a quicker version of this with meals just by paying more attention to what you are eating and letting all of your senses experience a food before you swallow it.
How can I eat mindfully to decrease my portions?

For many of us, the amount of food we eat during each meal is much more than we need. We usually continue eating after we are already full. This causes us to gain weight over time. Once we get used to bigger portions, it becomes harder to eat smaller, more reasonable meals. Food scientists, like Dr. Brian Wansink, have done many studies to better understand why we eat more than we need to eat. The following recommendations come from their studies and may help you cut down on your portion size. Many ideas are offered. Choose several to try that you think will work best for you.

- Make space in your schedule to plan and prepare your meals ahead of time.
- Plan out how much you will be eating before your first bite. Try to stick to this plan throughout the meal.
- If you are already eating too much, leave one quarter of your plate empty when you serve yourself. Studies show that this is a safe amount to cut down on during meals without actually missing the calories.
- Eat small bites and chew as many times as possible between bites.
- Consider taking a moment for gratitude before and after the meal. The time you spend doing this will also naturally allow you to pause while eating and be more aware of how hungry you are.
- Put your fork, knife, and spoon down between bites.
- If you are eating with others, always leave a little food on your plate. This will prevent you from getting second helpings while you wait for them to finish their meal.
- Be aware that the more people you eat with, the more you may eat in general. Also, if you sit by people who eat faster, you may also eat faster. And if you eat faster, you may eat more food overall.
- Plate your food and then leave the leftover food in the kitchen before returning to the table. If you bring leftovers to the table where you can see them, you are more likely to eat them.
- Wait at least 20 minutes before getting a second helping. It takes your body 20 minutes to realize it is full.
- Don’t clear the table between helpings. One of the ways your body knows it is full is by looking at the remains of what you just ate or drank.
- If you are eating at a buffet, make sure to sit as far away from the buffet as possible. Also, only put two items on your plate at any time because you are more likely to eat more food if there are more items on your plate.
- If you are eating at a sit-down restaurant, ask for a to-go box as soon as you get your meal and put half of the meal into the box.
- Avoid large plates, utensils, and bowls. Use smaller plates, utensils, and bowls because this will trick your mind into thinking it is eating more food. Also, serve drinks in smaller and taller glasses. When we drink out of wider glasses, we end up drinking more liquid overall.
- If you are drinking something other than water, black coffee or plain tea (liquids like soda, juice, alcohol, etc.), alternate whatever you are drinking with a glass of water.
This practice will help your stomach feel full faster, and you will drink fewer calories overall.

- When you are buying food, avoid buying food in bulk. We end up eating more food overall when we buy food in bulk.
- When you set up your pantry, put unhealthy foods like potato chips and cookies at the back of shelves and put healthier foods in the front of the pantry.
- If you are having a dessert, consider eating mostly fruit and then add any less healthy foods like chocolate as a light topping. Realize that the first two bites of a dessert are the most satisfying, and after that, we don’t get as much satisfaction (so you might not need to eat much more than that).

What is the one thing I can change to make the most of mindful eating?
The most important thing that you can do to eat mindfully is to avoid distractions while eating. Think of eating a meal as a separate event in your day, not something that you do while you are multitasking. This means don’t eat while driving, sitting in front of the TV, sending emails at work, talking on your cell phone, or walking from one place to another. All of these activities may cause you to eat faster and eat more calories. And you may not truly appreciate what you eat. Be thoughtful about eating when you are stressed, feeling down, or bored. This can result in eating unhealthier food in larger amounts. When you are more aware of what you are eating and you spend enough time eating your food, you will be more likely to enjoy the taste of food more than ever before. You will also be one step closer to stopping eating when you are no longer hungry.

For you to consider:
If mindful eating is something you would like to try, consider starting with one or more of the following changes:

- Make space in your schedule for mealtime as an activity.
- Always leave a little food on your plate.
- Start each meal with a mindful eating exercise.
- Wait 20 minutes before considering seconds.
- Drink an equal amount of water after every glass of a sugary drink.
- Re-arrange your cupboard, put unhealthy snacks way in the back.
- Eat small bites and increase the number of chews.

The information in this handout is general. Please work with your health care team to use the information in the best way possible to promote your health and happiness.
For more information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>RESOURCES</th>
<th>WEBSITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Health Administration</td>
<td>A variety of Whole Health handouts on</td>
<td><a href="http://projects.hsl.wisc.edu/SERVICE/veteran-materials/index.html">http://projects.hsl.wisc.edu/SERVICE/veteran-materials/index.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• food and drink and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• mindful awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell Food and Brand Lab</td>
<td>Book: Mindless Eating by Brian Wansink</td>
<td><a href="http://mindlesseating.org">http://mindlesseating.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Mindfulness In Medicine</td>
<td>CDs on how to practice mindfulness</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mindfulnesscds.com">http://www.mindfulnesscds.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider taking a class on nutrition at a VA medical center or in your community.

This handout was written for the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) by Sagar Shah MD, Academic Integrative Health Fellow, Integrative Health Program, University of Wisconsin Department of Family Medicine and Community Health. It is based in part on a tool for clinicians, Mindful Eating, written by Samantha Sharp MD. The handout was reviewed and edited by Veterans and VHA subject matter experts.
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